
The Silver ‘A’ Eco Friendly Degreaser can be used on most hard 
surfaces, works well for de-greasing & cleaning most surfaces such as 
work areas, factories, warehouse, wash bay floors as well as concrete 
flooring, paving and driveways too. Our degreaser can also be used in 
the industrial industry for degreasing & cleaning industrial gearboxes. 
The degreaser is best used Undiluted(in its neat form). The product 
also has acid neutralizing capabilities. It can also be used in a diluted 
form for lightly soiled areas (up to 10:1). 

                                            Advantages: 
-  De-greasing                                            -  Affordable                        
-  User Friendly           -  Great hard Surface Cleaner 
-  Environmentally Safe          -  Acid Neutralizing Capabilities 
-  Easy to use           -  No Harmful or Hazardous Chemicals  
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                                              Advantages: 
-  General Purpose Cleaning                  -  Affordable Cost                      
-  Easy & Safe to use           -  Good hard Surface Cleaner 
-  User Friendly                              -  Great Dilution rate 
-  Environmentally Safe                          -  No Harmful or Hazardous Chemicals  
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The Silver ‘A’ Eco Friendly General Purpose is great for general purpose 
cleaning, works well on tiled areas, floors, counters, windows ect, this 
product is ideal for cleaning offices, kitchens,bathrooms, shopping malls, 
hospital floors ect.. will not leave any streaky marks behind, dries up 
fairly quickly. Has a slight touch of polish in the product also has a fresh 
lemon sent which leaves your surface fresh and clean. Spray bottle 
applications can be used with this product which makes cleaning easier. 
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                                              Advantages: 
-  Anti-Bacterial                                        -   Food Grade Safe                     
-  Sanitizing           -  Great hard Surface Cleaner 
-  Safe & User Friendly          -  Fresh sent smell 
-  Environmentally Safe                          -  No Harmful or Hazardous Chemicals  

                  Sanitizer 
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The Silver ‘A’ Eco Friendly Sanitizer is a great cleaning product. It has 
anti-bacterial properties. Has a ocean mist fresh sent smell. Best 
used in an Undiluted form( in its neat from) allowing you to Sanitize 
& Disinfect your surface you cleaning leaving it hygienic & clean. 
This product can be used in the food industry and is food grade safe, 
also can be used as a hygienic general purpose cleaner aswell.  We 
have found this product works well in showers preventing mildew 
build up.  
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                                              Advantages: 
-  Easy to use                                             -  Easily Removes Dirt & Grim                     
-  Great Dilution rate           -  Cleans & Shines 
-  Safe & User Friendly          -  Foams nicley 
-  Environmentally Safe                          -  No Harmful or Hazardous Chemicals  
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The Silver ‘A’ Eco Friendly Car Wash is a exterior vehicle cleaning product. 
Works well on cars, bikes, vans, bakkies & trucks. With a degreaser base 
in the product, it easily removes bugs, grit, grim, tree sap or any other 
dirty residue. Can be applied by hand or through an automatic washing 
device, also works well through a pressure washer. Foams nicely too. This 
product cleans & shines all in one easy step.   
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